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The Economist’s Craft W. W. Norton & Company
Wartime is not just about military success. Economists at War
tells a different story - about a group of remarkable economists
who used their skills to help their countries fight their battles
during the Chinese-Japanese War, Second World War, and the
Cold War. 1935-55 was a time of conflict, confrontation, and
destruction. It was also a time when the skills of economists
were called upon to finance the military, to identify economic
vulnerabilities, and to help reconstruction. Economists at War:
How a Handful of Economists Helped Win and Lose the World
Wars focuses on the achievements of seven finance ministers,
advisors, and central bankers from Japan, China, Germany, the
UK, the USSR, and the US. It is a story of good and bad
economic thinking, good and bad policy, and good and bad
moral positions. The economists suffered threats, imprisonment,
trial, and assassination. They all believed in the power of
economics to make a difference, and their contributions had a
significant impact on political outcomes and military ends.
Economists at War shows the history of this turbulent period
through a unique lens. It details the tension between civilian
resources and military requirements; the desperate attempts to
control economies wracked with inflation, depression, political
argument, and fighting; and the clever schemes used to evade
sanctions, develop barter trade, and use economic espionage.
Politicians and generals cannot win wars if they do not have the
resources. This book tells the human stories behind the
economics of wartime.
The Occupy Handbook Plume
Air bags cause accidents, because well-protected drivers
take more risks. This well-documented truth comes as a
surprise to most people, but not to economists, who have
learned to take seriously the proposition that people
respond to incentives. In The Armchair Economist, Steven
E. Landsburg shows how the laws of economics reveal
themselves in everyday experience and illuminate the
entire range of human behavior. Why does popcorn cost
so much at the cinema? The 'obvious' answer is that the
owner has a monopoly, but if that were the whole story,
there would also be a monopoly price to use the toilet.
When a sudden frost destroys much of the Florida orange
crop and prices skyrocket, journalists point to the
'obvious' exercise of monopoly power. Economists see
just the opposite: If growers had monopoly power, they'd
have raised prices before the frost. Why don't concert
promoters raise ticket prices even when they are sure
they will sell out months in advance? Why are some goods
sold at auction and others at pre-announced prices? Why

do boxes at the football sell out before the standard seats
do? Why are bank buildings fancier than supermarkets?
Why do corporations confer huge pensions on failed
executives? Why don't firms require workers to buy their
jobs? Landsburg explains why the obvious answers are
wrong, reveals better answers, and illuminates the
fundamental laws of human behavior along the way. This
is a book of surprises: a guided tour of the familiar,
filtered through a decidedly unfamiliar lens. This is
economics for the sheer intellectual joy of it.
Good Economics for Hard Times Penguin
"A welcome addition to the literature striving to
eradicate one of the greatest social ills humanity
faces-basic economic illiteracy." --Peter J.
Boettke, University Professor of Economics and
Philosophy George Mason University Most people
don't think economics can be life-changing because
they confuse it with forecasting, charts, diagrams,
numbers, math, and politics. The book you're
holding in your hands will change all of that. In
plain English, Caleb Fuller shares how economics is
about people, how they pursue their dreams, and
what hinders them along the way. He shows how
you've been too easily persuaded by pithy
catchphrases and bumper-sticker slogans, even
outright lies, that fail to grapple with the rich
complexity of your life and human society as a
whole. You'll be offended when you realize that
you've been "had," but ultimately relieved when you
see economics, and your life, through a new lens.

St. Martin's Press
Countries with smaller governments grow faster. Tobacco taxes are the
best way to cut smoking. Government regulation discourages
entrepreneurship. Award-winning investigative journalist Tom Bergin
digs into eight mantras widely accepted by Western governments and,
by talking to the people who promote those ideas and the workers,
businesspeople and consumers who have felt their impacts, finds they
often don't play out as expected. Smart, funny and incisive, Free Lunch
Thinking is essential reading for anyone who really wants to know how
economies tick - and why they often don't. ______________________
_________________________________________ 'I couldn't put it
down. A thorough and nuanced examination of the evolution of supply
side economics . . . I loved it.' Arthur Laffer, creator of the Laffer
Curve 'An entertaining and thought-provoking exploration of
economic theories that have been both widely accepted and largely
wrong . . . I devoured it in a couple of sittings.' Reuters Breakingviews
'An insightful account of the recent history of economic thought. If you
are looking for a book which challenges you without being annoying -
make it this one.' Institute of Economics Affairs
Economics in One Virus Penguin
The past few years have shown that risks in banking can impose
significant costs on the economy. Many claim, however, that a safer
banking system would require sacrificing lending and economic
growth. The Bankers' New Clothes examines this claim and the
narratives used by bankers, politicians, and regulators to rationalize the
lack of reform, exposing them as invalid. Anat Admati and Martin
Hellwig argue that we can have a safer and healthier banking system
without sacrificing any of its benefits, and at essentially no cost to
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society. They seek to engage the broader public in the debate by cutting
through the jargon of banking, clearing the fog of confusion, and
presenting the issues in simple and accessible terms.
The Table Comes First Harvard University Press
The obituaries that appear in The Economist are remarkable because of
the unpredictable selection of people to be written about, the surprising
lives they lead - but also for the style in which the obituary is written.
The selection for this book ranges far and wide, including Jean Bedel
Bokassa and Pope Jean Paul II, Pamela Harriman and Harry
Oppenheimer, Akio Morita and J K Galbraith, Jean Baudrillard and
Syd Barrett, Estee Lauder and Hunter Thomson, Bip (the legendary
mime artist Marcel Marceau) and even Alex the African Grey
(Science's best known parrot).
The Economist: State Capitalism Harvard University Press
An extraordinary and beautifully illustrated exploration of the
medieval world through twelve manuscripts, from one of the
world's leading experts. Winner of The Wolfson History Prize and
The Duff Cooper Prize. A San Francisco Chronicle Holiday Book
Gift Guide Pick! Meetings with Remarkable Manuscripts is a
captivating examination of twelve illuminated manuscripts from
the medieval period. Noted authority Christopher de Hamel
invites the reader into intimate conversations with these texts to
explore what they tell us about nearly a thousand years of
medieval history - and about the modern world, too. In so doing,
de Hamel introduces us to kings, queens, saints, scribes, artists,
librarians, thieves, dealers, and collectors. He traces the elaborate
journeys that these exceptionally precious artifacts have made
through time and shows us how they have been copied, how they
have been embroiled in politics, how they have been regarded as
objects of supreme beauty and as symbols of national identity,
and who has owned them or lusted after them (and how we can
tell). From the earliest book in medieval England to the
incomparable Book of Kells to the oldest manuscript of the
Canterbury Tales, these encounters tell a narrative of intellectual
culture and art over the course of a millennium. Two of the
manuscripts visited are now in libraries of North America, the
Morgan Library in New York and the Getty Museum in Los
Angeles. Part travel book, part detective story, part conversation
with the reader, Meetings with Remarkable Manuscripts allows us
to experience some of the greatest works of art in our culture to
give us a different perspective on history and on how we come by
knowledge.
Big Business Oxford University Press, USA
The economy has never been so relevant to so many people as it is
now, and it's vital that we understand how it affects our lives. 'There's
no such thing as a free lunch' is the one phrase everyone has heard
from economics - not even for bankers. But why not? What does
economics tell us about the price of lunch - and everything else? Free
Lunch makes the economics pages of the newspaper intelligible and
addresses the concerns that worry us all. It will enable you to
understand - and challenge - the claims made by politicians Set out like
a good lunch-time conversation, the book will guide you through the
mysteries of the economy. Your guides will be some of the greatest
names in the field, including Smith, Marx and Keynes. This clever and
witty introduction to economics costs less than even the cheapest meal.
It is essential reading in these times of economic uncertainty, and is far
more satisfying than even the most gourmet banquet.
The Dawn of Everything Simon and Schuster
The winners of the Nobel Prize show how economics, when done right,
can help us solve the thorniest social and political problems of our day.
Figuring out how to deal with today's critical economic problems is
perhaps the great challenge of our time. Much greater than space travel
or perhaps even the next revolutionary medical breakthrough, what is
at stake is the whole idea of the good life as we have known it.

Immigration and inequality, globalization and technological disruption,
slowing growth and accelerating climate change--these are sources of
great anxiety across the world, from New Delhi and Dakar to Paris and
Washington, DC. The resources to address these challenges are
there--what we lack are ideas that will help us jump the wall of
disagreement and distrust that divides us. If we succeed, history will
remember our era with gratitude; if we fail, the potential losses are
incalculable. In this revolutionary book, renowned MIT economists
Abhijit V. Banerjee and Esther Duflo take on this challenge, building
on cutting-edge research in economics explained with lucidity and
grace. Original, provocative, and urgent, Good Economics for Hard
Times makes a persuasive case for an intelligent interventionism and a
society built on compassion and respect. It is an extraordinary
achievement, one that shines a light to help us appreciate and
understand our precariously balanced world.
Meetings with Remarkable Manuscripts An Economist Gets Lunch
Renowned economist and author of Big Business Tyler Cowen brings a
groundbreaking analysis of capitalism, the job market, and the growing gap
between the one percent and minimum wage workers in this follow-up to the
New York Times bestseller The Great Stagnation. The United States
continues to mint more millionaires and billionaires than any country ever.
Yet, since the great recession, three quarters of the jobs created here pay only
marginally more than minimum wage. Why is there growth only at the top
and the bottom? Economist and bestselling author Tyler Cowen explains that
high earners are taking ever more advantage of machine intelligence and
achieving ever-better results. Meanwhile, nearly every business sector relies
less and less on manual labor, and that means a steady, secure life
somewhere in the middle—average—is over. In Average is Over, Cowen lays
out how the new economy works and identifies what workers and
entrepreneurs young and old must do to thrive in this radically new economic
landscape.
Book of Obituaries U of Nebraska Press
An influential economist challenges popular opinions about the superiority of
locally grown and expensive foods, demonstrating how to eat responsibly
without submitting to fashion-driven trends. By the author of the best-selling
e-book, The Great Stagnation. 35,000 first printing.

Predictably Irrational Springer
With over a million copies sold, Economics in One Lesson is an
essential guide to the basics of economic theory. A fundamental
influence on modern libertarianism, Hazlitt defends capitalism
and the free market from economic myths that persist to this day.
Considered among the leading economic thinkers of the “Austrian
School,” which includes Carl Menger, Ludwig von Mises,
Friedrich (F.A.) Hayek, and others, Henry Hazlitt (1894-1993),
was a libertarian philosopher, an economist, and a journalist. He
was the founding vice-president of the Foundation for Economic
Education and an early editor of The Freeman magazine, an
influential libertarian publication. Hazlitt wrote Economics in One
Lesson, his seminal work, in 1946. Concise and instructive, it is
also deceptively prescient and far-reaching in its efforts to
dissemble economic fallacies that are so prevalent they have
almost become a new orthodoxy. Economic commentators across
the political spectrum have credited Hazlitt with foreseeing the
collapse of the global economy which occurred more than 50
years after the initial publication of Economics in One Lesson.
Hazlitt’s focus on non-governmental solutions, strong — and
strongly reasoned — anti-deficit position, and general emphasis on
free markets, economic liberty of individuals, and the dangers of
government intervention make Economics in One Lesson every
bit as relevant and valuable today as it has been since publication.
Scarcity Open Court Publishing Company
Does a market economy encourage or discourage music, literature, and the
visual arts? Do economic forces of supply and demand help or harm the
pursuit of creativity? This book seeks to redress the current intellectual and
popular balance and to encourage a more favorable attitude toward the
commercialization of culture that we associate with modernity. Economist
Tyler Cowen argues that the capitalist market economy is a vital but
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underappreciated institutional framework for supporting a plurality of co-
existing artistic visions, providing a steady stream of new and satisfying
creations, supporting both high and low culture, helping consumers and artists
refine their tastes, and paying homage to the past by capturing, reproducing,
and disseminating it. Contemporary culture, Cowen argues, is flourishing in
its various manifestations, including the visual arts, literature, music,
architecture, and the cinema. Successful high culture usually comes out of a
healthy and prosperous popular culture. Shakespeare and Mozart were highly
popular in their own time. Beethoven's later, less accessible music was made
possible in part by his early popularity. Today, consumer demand ensures that
archival blues recordings, a wide array of past and current symphonies, and
this week's Top 40 hit sit side by side in the music megastore. High and low
culture indeed complement each other. Cowen's philosophy of cultural
optimism stands in opposition to the many varieties of cultural pessimism
found among conservatives, neo-conservatives, the Frankfurt School, and
some versions of the political correctness and multiculturalist movements, as
well as historical figures, including Rousseau and Plato. He shows that even
when contemporary culture is thriving, it appears degenerate, as evidenced by
the widespread acceptance of pessimism. He ends by considering the reasons
why cultural pessimism has such a powerful hold on intellectuals and opinion-
makers.
Narrative Economics Post Hill Press
Analyzing the movement's deep-seated origins in questions that the country
has sought too long to ignore, some of the greatest economic minds and most
incisive cultural commentators - from Paul Krugman, Robin Wells, Michael
Lewis, Robert Reich, Amy Goodman, Barbara Ehrenreich, Gillian Tett, Scott
Turow, Bethany McLean, Brandon Adams, and Tyler Cowen to prominent
labor leaders and young, cutting-edge economists and financial writers
whose work is not yet widely known - capture the Occupy Wall Street
phenomenon in all its ragged glory, giving readers an on-the-scene feel for
the movement as it unfolds while exploring the heady growth of the protests,
considering the lasting changes wrought, and recommending reform. A guide
to the occupation, THE OCCUPY HANDBOOK is a talked-about source for
understanding why 1% of the people in America take almost a quarter of the
nation's income and the long-term effects of a protest movement that even
the objects of its attack can find little fault with.
Whatever Happened to Penny Candy? Simon and Schuster
An upbeat cultural evaluation of the sources of illogical decisions explores
the reasons why irrational thought often overcomes level-headed practices,
offering insight into the structural patterns that cause people to make the
same mistakes repeatedly. 150,000 first printing.
In Praise of Commercial Culture Oxford University Press, USA
An Economist Gets LunchPlume
An Economist Gets Lunch Zed Books Ltd.
This book is intended as a textbook for a course in behavioral
economics for advanced undergraduate and graduate students who
have already learned basic economics. The book will also be useful for
introducing behavioral economics to researchers. Unlike some general
audience books that discuss behavioral economics, this book does not
take a position of completely negating traditional economics. Its
position is that both behavioral and traditional economics are tools that
have their own uses and limitations. Moreover, this work makes clear
that knowledge of traditional economics is a necessary basis to fully
understand behavioral economics. Some of the special features
compared with other textbooks on behavioral economics are that this
volume has full chapters on neuroeconomics, cultural and identity
economics, and economics of happiness. These are distinctive subfields
of economics that are different from, but closely related to, behavioral
economics with many important overlaps with behavioral economics.
Neuroeconomics, which is developing fast partly because of
technological progress, seeks to understand how the workings of our
minds affect our economic decision making. In addition to a full
chapter on neuroeconomics, the book provides explanations of findings
in neuroeconomics in chapters on prospect theory (a major decision
theory of behavioral economics under uncertainty), intertemporal
economic behavior, and social preferences (preferences that exhibit
concerns for others). Cultural and identity economics seek to explain
how cultures and people’s identities affect economic behaviors, and
economics of happiness utilizes measures of subjective well-being.
There is also a full chapter on behavioral normative economics, which

evaluates economic policies based on findings and theories of
behavioral economics.
The Bankers' New Clothes Berrett-Koehler Publishers
Examines the trend of Americans away from the traditionally
mobile, risk-accepting, and adaptable tendencies that defined
them for much of recent history, and toward stagnation and
comfort, and how this development has the potential to make
future changes more disruptive. --Publisher's description.
The Secret History of Home Economics: How Trailblazing
Women Harnessed the Power of Home and Changed the Way
We Live Cato Institute
A provocative perspective on the fragile fundamentals, and forces
for resilience, in the Chinese economy, and a forecast for the
future on alternate scenarios of collapse and ascendance.
Free Lunch Knopf Canada
A surprising and intriguing examination of how scarcity—and our
flawed responses to it—shapes our lives, our society, and our
culture
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